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Presenting your books means portraying your library
Make a stage for your books. Show what is important for you! Most of the media in a library are fairly small.
Noticeable furniture creates a perfect frame and attracts the desired atten-tion. Make your users
enthusiasts with these smart design ideas. Your readers expect books and shelves. Surprise them with our
presentation towers. Today’s library is much more than shelf boards and long shelves. Create an inviting
atmosphere through friendly furniture. This will support the number of visitors as well as the working climate.

Book Tower LABYRINTH
Wooden body, plastic laminate.
As shown: Outside - traffic white,
inside flame red.
Total width W 1180 mm (46.5"), D 580 mm, (22.8"),
H 1110 mm (43.7") 3 High Unit
Total of 12 openings
Book Openings
D 270 mm (10.6"), H 305 mm (12") Capacity: approx.
450 paperbacks.
Unit comes with stainless decor base, but steerable
wheels available as custom option

Order-No

B 7490 003

with 3 height units

Usually books are placed in shelves. But "normal“ is not always
desired and therefore we invented a special eye-catcher for your
novels, paperbacks and mangas in a tower-shape concept:
The design of this brand-new presentation furniture is thought
outside the box, but quite obvious and natural. Boards and niches
are arranged in a logical and exciting relation and make the
tower a perfect example for the often quoted design
theory: Form follows function!
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Surfaces
from solid wood veneer and plastic
Wooden surfaces are either directly plastic-coated or covered with an HPL laminated plastic, depending on their application.
Differences in colour underline the characteristics of solid wood surfaces and cannot be avoided. Solid wood changes its
colours under the influence of light. Table and work surfaces with solid wood veneer have only limited abrasion resistance.
We recommend our highly resistant plastic decors for these types of surfaces. We use environmental-friendly lacquers for
our solid wood surfaces.
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Other surfaces and veneers upon request.
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DESIGN OPTIONS

Maple decor

Beech decor
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